PROVINCE ™ SLATE
The new choice for traditional beauty

Introducing

DAVINCI PROVINCE SLATE
DaVinci Province™ Slate is a new line of stunning single-width composite tile replicating traditional slate with extraordinary accuracy.
Delivered, of course, with the enduring beauty and protection that DaVinci has long been known for.

HISTORY

in the making.
12" wide Province Slate shingles are based on similar ones
found on historic homes that have dotted the New England

Modeled after actual slate,
Province Slate tiles have a natural,
non-repeating beauty. Each tile is
made using virgin resins fortified
with proprietary UV stabilizers to
ensure a look that lasts.

landscape for centuries. We’ve combined this inspiration
with the kind of innovation that puts Province Slate head
and shoulders above natural slate when it comes to durability,
maintenance and weather resistance.

SINGLE-WIDTH

with multiple benefits.
All of this makes Province Slate an ideal choice for any climate.
It’s ready to stand strong against everything from seaside salt
air to mountaintop snow and wind—and look great doing it.
Even better? The self-aligning single-width tiles allow for quick
installation, at a price competitive with architectural asphalt
and other high-end roofing options.

DaVinci Province Slate
LENGTH

11½"

WIDTH

12"

11.5"

THICKNESS

⅝"

Fixed 8" exposure
12"
MADE IN THE

USA

We’ve gone back to the past to ensure
a beautiful future for your home.
Province Slate tiles add the classic look of authentic slate to any residence. Just as important, low maintenance makes
life easier for homeowners and fade-resistant color stability assures long-lasting beauty.

SLATE GRAY

SLATE BLACK

SMOKEY GRAY

WHAT’S NEW UNDER THE SUN?
A HISTORY-MAKING, WEATHER-DEFYING
COMPOSITE SLATE TILE FROM DaVinci.

CASTLE GRAY

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN COOL ROOF COLOR

EUROPEAN

BROWNSTONE

COUNT ON WHAT’S INSIDE
to protect you from what’s outside.
DaVinci is the recognized leader in composite roofing. Our unique formulations and fine-tuned
manufacturing processes are put to the test every day—and continually come out on top.
Whether the challenge comes from wind and hail or insects and algae, rest assured that
Province Slate has you safely covered with a Lifetime Limited Materials Warranty.
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Class A Fire, Class 4 Impact rated,
HVHZ TAS 125 up to 180 mph. Straight line
Wind and Building Codes pending.
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